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We show that if D = {(x, y): 0 <x < 1. f(x) < .r i 1). wheref is negative, upper 
semicontinuous, and bounded below, then the semigroup associated with the 
Dirichlet Laplacian on D is intrinsically u tracontractive. Analogs in higher dimen- 
sions are proved. We construct domains of infinite area with this property. ‘C’ 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a domain in R”, n> 1, and let P~(x,JJ)=P~(x,~), t >O, 
X, y E D, be the heat kernel for D, that is, the fundamental solution of 
fA - a/at = 0 with Dirichlet boundary values. Following the fundamental 
paper [DS] of Davies and Simon we define the semigroup associated with 
p,(x, JI) to be intrinsically u tracontractive if there is a positive eigen- 
function for the Dirichlet Laplacian in D and there are positive constants 
c, and C, such that 
c&) b(Y) <Plk v) < CJG) &I’). t>O,x,yED. (1.1) 
An eigenfunction free characterization of intrinsic ultracontractivity is the
existence, for each t > 0, of a positive constant K, such that 
Of course it is immediate that (1.1) implies (1.2), and it is easy to show, 
using essentially Perron-Frobenius theory, that (1.2) implies the existence 
of a positive igenfunction 4, and that ( 1.1) holds. This done at the 
beginning of Section 2, and is not really new, it is included for 
completeness. 
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For brevity, if the semigroup connested to p,(.u, J’) is intrinsically 
ultracontractive, we will call the domain iuc. For a positive sequence 
a={a,,i>,l) of real numbers we define the domain Q, as follows. 
Put &,=C;=, 2-j-l. n>, 1. Let f.(x)= -Q,~,~~<.Y<E.,,+,, .f.(?c)=O. 
-x$ u,:= ,(L Ll+ I ). Then Q,= ((s,j,):O<?r< l..f(~)<j’< 11. We prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Qs is iuc if and only if lim, _ I u,,2 rr = 0. 
This theorem provides examples of iuc domains of infinite area, answer- 
ing a question on page 375 of [DSl]. In addition it provides, inan admit- 
tedly specialized setting, a description fthe “edge” of iuc. It was in fact 
such an edge type theorem for a very different class of domains which lead 
to this infinite area question of [DSl]. A conjecture ofa necessary and 
sufficient condition, with a sketch of the proof of necessity, for a planar 
domain “above the graph of function” to be iuc is given at the end of 
Section 3. 
There are both analytic and probabilistic motivations for the study of 
intrinsic ultracontractivity. We refer the reader to [DSl] for the analytic 
implications connected with the name itself. In addition, [DSl] says 
“Intrinsic ultracontractivity is especially interesting since it implies f$n/& is 
bounded for any L’ eigenfunction c$,,, and so these results are a contribu- 
tion to the large literature on the decay of eigenfunctions.” 
The density of standard n-dimensional Brownian motion started at .Y and 
killed when it leaves D, with the condition that this killing take place after 
time t, is p[(x, .v)/~~P,(x, y) dy, and so by virtue of (1.2) we see that intrin- 
sic ultracontractivity is a very strong mixing condition for this motion. A 
more subtle probabilistic connection occurs in the study of the lifetimes of 
h processes in D, a subject which has been studied recently by both 
analysts and probabilists. If D is iuc each h process in D not only has finite 
lifetime but also this lifetime satisfies thestronger condition that it has 
exponential tails, the exponential constant being the eigenvalue corre- 
sponding to 4. DeBlassie [Del, De21 was the first to make the connection 
between iuc type estimates on the heat kernel and tails of the lifetime ofh 
processes. See also [KP]. We remark that intrinsic ultracontractivity is 
strictly stronger than either of these lifetime conditions. See [BD]. 
Recently, J. Xu [X] constructed a domain of infinite area in which each h 
process has finite expected lifetime. His domain is in fact not iuc. 
We also prove the following result. Our proof is an adaption of part of 
the argument used to prove iuc in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let f he a real valued upper semicontinuous .function on 
(0, 1) such that -M <f < 0 for a positice constant M. The domain 
D, = ((s, ~9) :f’(s) <J’ < 1 ) is iuc. 
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Davies and Simon in [DSl] show that bounded domains with bound- 
aries atisfying certain inner and outer cone conditions (including Lipschitz 
domains) are iuc, but their esults are not applicable due to the lack of 
regularity ofthe bottom boundaries of our domains. Also, the proof of 
[KP] that Lipschitz domains are iuc does not extend to prove Theorem 2. 
We also prove an analog of Theorem 2 in higher dimensions. See 
Theorem 4.3. We remark that R. Bass and K. Burdzy proved independ- 
ently, a few months before this work, that the expected lifetimes ofh 
processes in the domains treated in Theorem 4.3, as well as in so-called 
Holder domains, are finite. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we set up the 
general framework. Some of this section generalizes easily to other semi- 
groups, but our results are stated only for the heat kernel. Theorem 1 is 
proved in Section 3. This paper was inspired by CDS] but may be read 
independently ofit. Our methods are probabilistic. A probabilistic inter- 
pretation of intrinsic ultracontractivity, essentially theone used here, was 
mentioned but not exploited in[DS2]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Points in [w” are written x = (x ,, . . . . x,), and in two dimensions we some- 
times use complex notation, writing x = (Re x, Im x). If g(t), r> 0, is an Iw” 
valued function and if AcOY, we put r,=r,(g)=inf{r>O:g(t)EdA}. 
Usually TV is a first exit time, sometimes a first hitting time. We use D to 
stand for a generic domain and we designate by Xp = X, = (X:, . . . Xy) 
standard n-dimensional Brownian motion killed at zD. Thus P,(x, v) is the 
transition density for X,. We use P,, E,(P,, E,,) to denote probability and 
expectation associated with X started at XE Iw” (with initial distribution v).
We let pI (x, y; F), where F is some event, denote the density of X,; F under 
P,, i.e., ofAclW” is Borel, {A~t(~,~~; F)dy= P,((X,EA}~ F). We also 
put pl(x, A) = P,(X, E A), if A c [w” is Borel. The operators T,, t B 0, are 
the semigroup associated with pt (x, IV), so that T,f( x) = SD pI (x, y )f ( y), 
f E L’(D). 
Constants c, C, etc., change and may depend on the domain and any 
fixed points x0 or fixed compact sets, but unless otherwise specified they do 
not depend on the variable points x, y, Z, u’. Constants which depend on 
I are written cI, C,. We here note that all such constants in this paper may 
be and are assumed to be bounded above and bounded away from 0 on 
compact t subintervals of (0, co). This always follows easily from the 
arguments which demonstrate the existence ofsuch constants and will not 
be mentioned further. What happens outside D does not concern us, so 
g > 0 will stand for g(x) > 0, x E D, for example. If g is a positive integrable 
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function on D we write 2= g/SD g, and call d the normalization fg. The 
complement of a set A is denoted A’, and B(t) is the usual shift operator 
(see [Du]). 
LEMMA 2.1. If (1.2) holds, there is O<C$EL’(D) and I.>0 such that 
j~$= 1 and 
T, C$ = e ~~ “‘I+$ t > 0. (2.1) 
Pro@ Consider T, as a map of L’(D) to L’(D). Let x0 be a dis- 
tinguished point of D, and put /z,(y) =P,(x,,, ~),/jp,(x,, 1 )4~. Then (1.2) 
implies (as in e.g., the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [Da]) 
K, ‘h,(y) -&-& K,h,(y). .f’>Of~ L,(D). (2.2) 
In addition (2.2) and the observation that T, = T,: T, ,, give easily that 
{$lf> 0, Jf= 1 ] is equicontinuous on compact subsets of D, and, 
together with (2.2), this shows that T, is a compact operator. It is 
immediate that T, satisfies allthe other conditions of Jentzch’s theorem 
(see [S, Theorem 6.6, p. 337]), and so by this theorem we know there is 
Y”,>O such that T,Y,= cIY,. Furthermore !P, is unique up to normaliza- 
tion. For Jentzch’s theorem, as stated in [S]. says that there is a unique 
positive eigenfunction corresponding tothe largest eigenvalue of T,. Now 
( 1.2 )guarantees 
c ,.\. ~<P,(.SD’~)IP’l(~o>~)<~,,,~.‘I’s3t. 
where 1’ and q are any probability distributions  D, and especially, any
two positive integrable eigenfunctions mu t decay at the same rate and thus 
have the same eigenvalues. 
Since YZmn is an eigenfunction for T?~~L for any k < n, it follows that 
@? mn = ermrn, 0 < m < n, and we denote, both here and later, these common 
normalizations by 4. It is routine to show d is an eigenfunction for T, for 
each dyadic rational r,and continuity properties ofour semigroup imply 4 
is an eigenfunction of T, for each t, yielding ( l.I ). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2 if (1.2) holds there is a positive igenjirnction I$ such 
that ( 1. I) holds. Furthermore, 4 is the unique integrable positive igen- 
fknction. 
Proof. The only statement above not verified inthe proof of the last 
lemma is that ( 1.1) holds. Using (2.2) both with f = 4 and for a sequence 
of functions approaching point mass at x in an appropriate s nse, we have 
K,i’G (P,(~,P)/SP~(?~,~)/~(~)~K:, -y, YEQ, implying P,(~~,Y)/P,(x,Y~) - 
& I’ )M( .vo ), where the % indicates the ratios of the two sides are bounded 
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above and below by positive constants depending only on t. By symmetry 
pI (a,, v)/p, (z, v) - +(z~)/~(z). Now let x0 be a distinguished point of D. We 
have PAK J~/P,(.~~~ 4 = Go,(xo7 Y)/PA-G, .GJ)(P,(,~, .YVP,L~~~ I’)) - MY)/ 
~(-u,))(~(x)N(x,j), yielding pr(x, Y)/ ~(-~)~(~I) - P~(-G~ x0)/&~) @(Q). 
Since this last quantity is a constant, ( 1.1) is proved. 1 
An alternative approach to the preceding proposition and lemma, which 
uses heavier machinery, is to use the L’ compactness together with 
Theorem 1.6.4 of [Dae] and then to work with all the eigenfunctions. This 
was pointed out to us by R. Baiiuelos. 
LEMMA 2.3. (A) If there is a compact Fc D such that 
PAY, J’) 2 c,P,(~: DL LED, t>O, 
then 
Pt(?‘, z) G C,P,(?‘, tv), y E D, z, w E F. 
(B ) If (2.3 ) holds and if furthermore 
for each ZE D, there is w= w(z) E F such that pI(~l’, y) > 
c,p,(z, y), y E D, then (1.2) holds. 
Proof (A) The positivity and continuity of p,(y, z) imply 
inf p,(y,z)=c,>O. 
.I‘. r E F 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Using respectively the boundedness of p&u, u) in u, u, for t tixed, (2.3), 
and (2.6), together with the aforementioned boundedness, we have 
P,(?:, z) = j- Pi,&, ~y)pz,.r(~. z) dw 
< c~P~;JY, D) 
< c~P,.~I(Y, F) 
< C,P,(Jh M’), y E D, -?, w E F. 
(B) Next we show that (2.3) and (2.5) imply (1.2). Let x0 be a 
distinguished point of F. Now 
= JFp,,o(.y, z)P,,,(G Y) dz + J]_pz:z(x z)pt;rk u) dz 
=r+ir, 
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say. We have 
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I>c, -J p,.z(.u, -?)p,;2(+,, y) d= = c,p, Js. F)p, 2(x,, .r) F 
using (2.4) and (2.3). 
Furthermore, using (2.5) and (2.4), the latter holding by part (A) of this 
lemma. we have 
= c,P,& DIP, d.yo, ~1. 
Thus ;‘.Yc,l~(.r) <P,(.Y, )< y,C,h(~), where Y.~=P~,~(.Y, D) and where 
h(y) =p, J-Y,, 1,) does not depend on x. This easily ields (1.2). 1 
LEMMA 2.4. There is a constant k depending on s. t, and the distance qf’ 
.Y to I?D such that 
Proof. Let B be the closed ball of radius half the distance from x to ?D. 
For ~7 EB, (2.7) holds since P,(x, J) is bounded above and below for J E B. 
Let T= inf{t > 0 : X,E~B), and let f be the density of T. The density of T 
is completely known (see [CT] ). We use only the facts that f is continuous, 
positive, and bounded above on (0, CG), and we also use that given T, XT 
under P, has the uniform distribution on aB, which we denote q. If J 4 B, 
.r > J u I-I PB 
>k 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a Bore1 subset of D, and put 5, = T. Let 
v~, ( T) = v,. Ibe the distribution f (T, X,); T< t under P,. [f 
\‘z, I G CII’,.. I, thenp,(z, .; Tdt)dc,p,(,v, .; T<t). 
Proof: This lemma is a simple consequence of the strong Markov 
property, which gives 
prb, I’; Td t) =5 CO,‘,~il~i~f(~~,l!)dv:,,(s, w). I 
We remark that variants of Lemma 2.4 and 2.5 have been used to compare 
densities for many years. 
Next we turn to Girsanov’s theorem. A special case of this theorem is a 
central tool for proving that (2.3) and (2.5) hold for the domains we study 
later. Let ~1 be a Wiener measure on C[O, t], that is, p is the distribution 
of a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion on [0, t], with perhaps a 
random initial position. Let f(s) be a continuously differntiable function on 
[0, t], f(0) =O. Let v be the measure induced on C[O, t] by the map 
g-g-f, that is, if A is a Bore1 subset of C[O, t], v(A -f) = p(A). Then 
Girsanov’s theorem (see [Du] ) says 
dv 
&=exp [j 
)‘(s) dB, + ; j)W2 ds], 
where B,(h) = h(s), 0d s 6 t, h E C[O, t], is the Brownian motion associated 
with ,K Especially ifF is a Bore1 set of C[O, t] such that there is a constant 
M for which (g(t) -g(O)( < M, gg F, and if k is a constant, we obtain, with 
f(s) = ks above, 
dv 
&Ylexp 0 [j 
’ kdB, + $ tk2 1 = exp [k( B, - B,) + i tk’] 
so that 
E(exp [-Mk+;tk’],exp [Mk+$tk’]) on F, 
p(F+ks)=v(F)>p(F)exp(-Mk+$tk*). (2.8) 
More generally, ifq is the distribution (on the Borels of C2[0, t], the 
continuous functions from [0, t] to I?) of a standard two-dimensional 
Brownian motion and if H is any Bore1 subset of C2[0, t], such that 
g = (g,, g2) E H implies [g*(O) -g,(t)1 < M, then if yk.! is the function 
(0, ks), 0 < s < t, we have 
q(H+~~,,)>q(H)exp(-Mk+itk2). (2.9) 
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This follows from (2.8) and the independence of the components of 
two-dimensional Brownian motion. Now let r >O and let RI,,= R be the 
rectangle (0, r) x (0, 1). Let p,(x, J) =pf(.x, .v). 
LEMMA 2.6. There exists a constant c. such that.for all numbers r > 1. 
(i) ~;(.~,(a,a+l)x(O,l)j~cp,,~(,~,R).O~a~r-l,.u~R,and 
(ii) p,~(?:~)>e~.P3r’(-~,=), ~ER,J’E(I,T-~)x(~,$). 
Proof: Let pf(u, U) be the transition density of killed one-dimensional 
Brownian motion in (0, 1 ), let q’(u) = (n/2) sin xu be the corresponding 
eigenfunction, a d denote its eigenvalue by -6. Let p;(u, U) be the trans- 
ition density of killed one-dimensional Brownian motion in (0, r) and 
q’(u) = (zj2r) sin(lzu/r) be the corresponding eigenfunction, which has 
eigenvalue -B/r”. Now p,(x,.r)=p:(Res, Re~)p:(lms, Irn?,), and 
(pR(u) = cp’(Re u) p’(Im u). Furthermore, since (0, I) is iuc, 
‘.r’p’(u) cp’(t’j<p!(u, tlj< C,q’(u) (p’(c), u, 1’ E R, t > 0. 
and convoluting this inequality for t = 1 with p: ~, yields, with 
cz = c, exp(0) and C1_ = C, exp(8), c, and C, as just above, 
c2 exp(-8t) V’(U) cp’(0) <pi(u, t))< Cz exp( -tit) p’(u) V’(D), t 3 1. (2.10) 
Scaling ives p:?,(ar, br) =pi(a, b)/r and cp’(r.u) = cp’(.~)/r, and SO (2.10) 
implies 
c2 exp( -(t?/r2) r’t) q’(u) qf(L’) <P::,(u, ut 
<C,exp(-(8/r2)r2t)cp’(ujcp’(Uj, tar’. (2.11) 
Both assertions ofLemma 2.6 follow easily from (2. lo), and (2.11). 1
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Before proving Theorem 1, we remark that the product of an iuc domain 
in m dimensions with an iuc domain in k dimensions is iuc in m + k dimen- 
sions, so that Theorem 1 easily ields examples of iuc domains of infinite 
volume in all dimensions. 
First we prove the “if” part of Theorem 1. Let a be a positive s quence, 
considered fixed, such that lim 2--“a,, =0 and shorten Q, to 52. Put 
R, = (A,, 1, + , ) x ( -a,,, O], n > 0, A, as in the description fQ in Section I. 
Let S=(O, i)x(O, l), so that sZ=SuU~=, R,. Let Di=(A,,I,+,)x (0) 
be the “door” between Ri and S, put A=U~fz, D, and Ai=SulJ:=, R,. 
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The set A = [b, $1 x [$, 31 will serve as the compact set F of Lemma 2.3. In 
this ection pr(x, y) =pF(s, y) and X,, t 2 0, is two-dimensional Brownian 
motion killed when it leaves 8. The next proposition establishes (2.3) for 
D=Q. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following inequalities hold: 
Pr (4 A ) 3 C,P, (4 Q ), ImxE [-a, t], (3.1) 
PI@, A) 2 C,,jPt(-5 Q), XE Aj, (3.2) 
and 
P~(x, A) 2 c,p,k Q), XE fi Rj. (3.3) 
j=l 
Proof of (3.1). Let L,=(O,$)x{i}, L2=(& 1)x{+}, so that 
L, u L2 = L together with the top line of A gives a line across S. We first 
show 
p,(T, < t) < p(T, < t), ImxE [-$, b], t>O. (3.4) 
It suffices toprove 
P,(T,<t)<P,(T,<t), Im x = f, t > 0, (3.5) 
for the conditions on x in (3.4) imply that under P,, A’, must hit 
{Im x = i} before it hits L, and an application f the strong Markov 
property at the time 5tImx= ,:2i, and (3.5), yields (3.4). 
To prove (3.5), assume W LOG Re x < $, let 9 be the box (0, $) x (b, i), 
and let r= (0, a] x ($1, ‘Y= (0, a] x ($}, Q= {$} x [b, $1, V= {i} x (4, $1 
be the top, bottom, bottom of right side, top of right side, of 9. Shorten 
tg to T. Note Q u VE A, an d T d TV. To prove (3.5) we will show 
P,( T < t, x, E r U y) d P,( T < t, x, E Q u v), Imx=$, t>O, (3.5)’ 
which in turn follows from 
and 
p,(T < t, x, E r) < P,(T < t, x, E v) (3.5)” 
These both follow from the same argument, so we prove (3.5)“. Let W be 
the straight line segment connecting (0, i) and (a, a). Note V reflected 
about W is IY Let q,=inf{t>O:X,~ W},qz=inf{t>q,:ImX,=~), 
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~li+~=inf(t>rlzi:X,EW}, ~2,+Z=inf{t>~2i+,:ImX,=~1, i>,l. Now 
P,(T<t,X,Ef) = ~iP.x(~2,p]<T<~2i, X,Ef3Tcr) = Cip.r(rl*i&i< 
r<qZi, X,EI’, r<t)<P,(r<t,X,~V), if Imx=$ and O<Rex<$, the 
second equality using the strong Markov property and the fact that 
Brownian motion, reflected about W, is still Brownian motion. This gives 
(3.5)” and thus (3.4). 
Having established (3.4), we observe that if z E A then at least one 
“quadrant” of the oriented square of side length $ and center ; lies in A, 
so that if c, is the probability hat two-dimensional Brownian motion 
started at z does not leave a square of side length $ and center 2 by 
time t, we have c, is decreasing int and p,(:, ‘4) 2 c,/4, which together with 
the strong Markov property ields 
P.k -4) 2 (cJ4) PAT,4 <s), O<s<r. (3.6) 
Let B= L,u L,u A. In view of (3.6) and (3.4) to prove (3.1) it suffices 
to prove 
PJr, < f) 2 CIP,(X, Q), Im .Y E [ - $, $1. (3.7) 
Write p,(x, Sz) = ix + p, where 
and 
c( = a, = P,( Im X, < - $, t < 5,) 
/?=/Ir=Pr(ImX,> -& t<r,). 
Now 
P.y(s,<t)b& ImxE[---,a]. (3.8) 
This follows from the fact that Brownian motion started at x reflected 
about the horizontal line H through x after the last time before tthat this 
motion lies in H is still Brownian motion (the complete symmetry about H 
of the definition oftwo-dimensional Brownian motion started at x guaran- 
tees this invariance), and the fact hat any path in the set of which c( is the 
probability, so reflected, hits B before it exists Q. 
We also have 
P,(r, < l) 2 c,s. Imxf [--a, a]. (3.9) 
This follows from (2.9) with M= 1 t, H the set of all functions fin C,[O, r] 
such thatf(O)=x,f(s)EQ, O<s<t, Imf(r)> -2, and k=($)/t, and the 
fact that any function in this H under the transformation f(2.9) is a 
function which hits B before it leaves 52. Together (3.9) and (3.8) prove 
(3.7), which yields (3.1). 
580’100 l-l? 
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Proof of (3.2). For any fixed j, Aj is iuc. This follows from the results 
of CDS] or [KP], but the reader unfamiliar with these papers hould just 
assume, for now, that Aj is iuc, since Theorem 2 implies this result. Write 
T= TAj, J= {T>t/2). We have P,(X,,,EA, J)ZC,~P.,J, XEA~, which 
follows from (1.1) with D = Ai. This implies 
P,(T, < dJ) 2 C,,jP,(T, > tlJj. 
To complete the proof of (3.2) it suffices toshow 
P.,(T, < t/J’, XT.~ A) > C,P,,(T, < tlJ’, XTe A). 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Recall A = U,“=, Dj. Note {XT.~ A} = {TV > T}. Since each XE A satisfies 
-i < Im x < b, the strong Markov property and (3.1) give that if 
c,=inf(c,(3.1): t/2<sdt}), then P,(T, < t/X,) b clP,(rn < t/X,) on 
J’n {XT~ A}, which gives (3.11). 
Proof qf (3.3). In view of (3.2) it suffices to prove (3.3) only for 
x E U,F=, Rj for any fixed j, =j,( t). Let RL = (A,, 1,, +,) x ( -a,, 1) be R, 
together with the extension of R,, across S. Put T, = TV.. By Lemma 2.6(i) 
and scaling, we see that there is a sequence 6, + 0 such that 
p,(x,” EA, 6, < 5,) > &@5,, < T,,), SE R;. (3.12) 
In fact, A may be replaced in (3.12) by a tiny subsquare of R;, contained 
in A. Pick j,(t) =j, so large that 6, <t/4, n aj,. If n aj,,, and if XE R,, 
(3.12) and (3.6) guarantee 
p,(T, < t ) 2 CIp,(T, < t, Tn > 28,), n aj,. (3.13) 
To complete the proof of (3.3) we show 
P,(T, < t/T,,< 26,,, X,“EE)>C,P(TQ < tlT, <‘h,, X,“ER), n aj,. 
(3.14) 
Since 5, < r/2 if n > j,, and X,n~ES on {sn<22s,, ii',,~l2}, (3.14) follows 
from the same argument used to prove (3.1 I), where the constants from 
(3.2) with j = 1 are used in place of those of (3.1). 1 
Let 2 be the point in A closest to x except if Im x > 3, in which case i 
is the closest point on [i, $1 x {i} to X. The following ives (2.5) for 
D=Q, A=F. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. We have 
PA-29 4’) 2 C,P,(X, y), X,4’EQ. (3.15) 
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Prooj: First we prove (3.15) when Im .Y > $, .Y $ A. Let Y be the 
(straight) line through .? perpendicular toand bisecting the line segment 
connecting 1 and X, and let .Y* be the reflection of .Y about Y. Note .Y* E‘4. 
We will show 
which in view of (2.4) implies (3.15). Let P’ be the part of S which lies on 
the x side of Y, and let Cl be the reflection of V about Y. Note Ci c Q. Now 
p[(.K*, I)=p,(.K*, z;t<t,)+p,(s*. z; t>r,). 
By symmetry, and the (unstated) equality case of Lemma 2.5, 
p,ix*, -; t>,r,)=p,(x,~;t>,T., 7yJ=TL.)QP,(-L-), 
while 
the middle inequality following from ( 1.1) since S is iuc. This completes 
the proof of (3.16) and thus the Im I> i case of (3.15). 
Next we prove (3.15) in the case Im s < - f. Let .Y E R,. Note Im 4 = $. 
We have 
p,(.~, J’) = J&X, +l’) + p,(.Y 1’; ( ’ 7 R, 1. (3.17) 
Note Tp,,=To, if X0=-u and rn>rR,. To handle the second term in (3.17) 
we use Lemma2.5. Now v,.,(T~,) has a density h on (0, 30) x (A,, i.,, J, 
where h(s, a) =f(s) g.,(u), where f(s) is the density of T, PU,,O,; Z,, mu, 0, = 0 
under P&, ,r[, and g, is the density of Z.,; 7,+,+,, > s under P&,,c. Here P* 
stands for probability associated with standard one-dimensional Brownian 
motion. Similarly, v~.,(T,,) has density on (0, (xl )x (i.,, A + I) given by 
f(3) is(a), wherefJ is the density of T(~. , ): Z,,,,, = 0 under Pt4 and g, is the 
density of Z,; z,~, , > s given Z. = Re x ( = Re .f). Since (0, 1) I (Aj, A., + , ), 
2, > g, for each s. To complete the proof that v,,,( T ?,) f c,v i-,,r(~D,) it sufftces 
to show j(s) > c,f(s), 0 < s < t. Shrinking (0, 1) and expanding and reflect- 
ing ( --a,, 0), we see that it sufftces to show that if yis the density of rto. ,,?); 
x T,O,, :  = 0 under Ptf4 and if v is the density of T,~. IJ under PT, r > $ then 
Y(S) > cI)l(s), 0 d s < t. Clearly is half the density of rcO, ,;z,. Both 7 and q 
are easily found, and it is easy to check this result. Thus we have, by 
Lemma 2.5. 
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To finish the Im x < - $ case we prove there is c, not depending on j 
such that 
Pp/(XT 4’) < C,P,G, Y), I’E R,. 
Let Rj be as in the proof of (3.3). Let pF=p{, pF=pf. Then 
P#* Y) <d(x, Y) < ct,jP:(% 4’) < Ct,jPA% Y), 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
the middle inequality since Ri is iuc. Now Lemma 2.6(ii) gives Y,, + 0 such 
that if Im x* = d and x* is directly above the center of Dj, there is c, not 
depending on j such that 
p+*, Y) > c&,(x, Y), YE R;. (3.21) 
Pick j, so large that 1; < t/4, j>j,. Then 
-cc, 5 P$x*, zb,J_,Jz, Y) dz 
= c#:-Jx*, Y) 
< c,P,-y,b*7 Y) 
-= C,P, (x*7 Y) < C,P,(-c Y ), j2jo, (3.22) 
the next to last inequality b Lemma 2.4 and the last by (2.4) with D = Q, 
F= A, which holds since we have already proved (2.3) in this case. 
Together (3.22) and (3.20) give (3.19), with ~~(3.19) = max(c,(3.22), 
~,,~(3.20), 1 ~j~j,). 
To finish the proof of Proposition 3.2 we establish (3.15) in the case 
-$<Imx<$ Let G={~EQ: -$<Imx<i}, and shorten rG to r. We 
first show 
Pr,*(-% y; t > t/2) G C#&G, Y ), XEG. (3.23) 
We need only establish t is for y E G. Let B( y, E) = B be a disc of radius E
around y, which is contained in G. Let 2 satisfy Im 1= a, Re 2 = Re x. Let 
8=$-Imx=~-xx.Wewilluse(2.9)withk=-22elt,r=tj2,y=y_,,,,,,, 
and H=T= {gEC2[0,r] :g(O)= x, r(g) > t/2, and g( t/2) EB}. Then if cs 
denotes the distribution of standard (unkilled) two-dimensional Brownian 
motion started at x, (2.12) gives 
G(T+ Y) 2 c,a,(U = c,P,,z(x, B; T> t/2) (3.24) 
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so that 
o.(f+y)=a,((i-.u)+f+}t)~c,a,(f). (3.25 )
Now if ge I- then (,f-X) +g+y =f satisfies j”(0) =.?, m(f)> 13’2, 
f( t/2) EB. Thus 
and dividing this inequality b ?I&’ and letting E + 0 give the first inequality 
of P,,,~(x, J’;7 > z/2) < c,p,:,(I, y) < c,pJ,<., y), the second following, since 
<= C? and Im Af = $, from (3.15) in the case Im x = f. This proves (3.23). 
NOW let 5 = t - (7 A t/2). Note t/2 < 5 < t. We have 
PA-~, Y) = E,p:(X, A r.‘Z, y) 
= E,P,- AX,, Y) I(7 d t/2) + E,p,dX,.,, y) I(7 z=- t/2) 
The first inequality holds since on {r > z,, 7 < t/2}, Im A’, = + f, so we 
may use the results from the earlier part of this proof. The second follows 
from (2.4) and (3.23). and the third from Lemma 2.4. 
This ends the proof of the proposition and thus of the *‘if” part of 
Theorem 1. 1 
Now the proof of the “only if” part of Theorem 1 is given. If D is 
iuc then the exponential decay of d implies that jf’~F(x, y) ds3 
c, fz pf(x, y) ds, x, J E D, or, to put it another way, if rD,. is the lifetime of
the h process in the domain D- (~1 = D,, with corresponding harmonic 
function G,( . , J), G the Green function, then 
P,“J( t < r4 < 2t) B C,P.fP(T& > 2t). (3.26) 
See [D] and [BD] for more detail on these matters. 
Now let a be a sequence such that a subsequence of a,2pn (for nota- 
tional purposes assume this subsequence is in fact the sequence a,2-“) 
satisfies liman2-” E (0, ccj]. Let x, be any point in the bottom half of R,, 
and let f = Q, - {(i, $)}. For the remainder of the paper, P,, E, denote 
probability and expectation with respect o the h process associated with 
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GT((i, i), . ) in the domain f, and r is the lifetime ofthis process. Let 
T,, = ji 1(X, E &) ds. The methods of [X] easily give !ir~~ E,~T,Ja,12 ‘! > 0. 
The arguments of Section 5 of [Da], without change, give 
lim Var,“TJ(a,2-“)‘=O. Thus there is a constant K such that 
lim P,( T,, > K) = 1, and thus lim P.JT > K) = 1, which contradicts (3.26) 
with J = (i, i), D = Q,, t = K/2. 1 
If f is an uppersemicontinuous f nction on (0, 1) such that - CC <f ,< 0, 
welet D,.be thedomain {(x,~‘):O<x<l,f(x)<4’<1). ForxEDfdeline 
the domain D; as a union of horizontal ine segments as follows. 
Let CI = a(x) = inf{r: (Rex, r) E D-fj, and for each SE (a, 1) let 
Hz = (a(s), b(s)) x (s j, where (a(s), b(s)) is the largest open interval such 
that (@)b(s)) 1 > x s contains (Re x, s) and is contained in D,, and put 
G,=lJ{H::cc<s<lj. For 6~1, G~=G”n{~:Im.u<6). The proof at 
the end of the last section can be adapted to prove that if 
lima -+ - sc (sup, ED, area( >O then D/- is not iuc. We conjecture that if 
this limit is 0, then D.f is iuc. 
4. DOMAINS ABOVE THE GRAPH OF A FUNCTION 
First we prove Theorem 2. The proof involves modifications of part of 
the proof of Theorem 1, which are now sketched. We replace A by B= 
[$, $1 x [$, i]. The role of A is played by (0, 1) x (0 j. The following holds 
(now pI =pp’). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let x E Dp Then 
PAX, B) 2 c,, MPAK D, ), Imxdt. (4.1) 
P~(-‘c, B) 2 ct. ,w~t(x. D/h x E s. (4.2) 
The proofs of (4.1) and (4.2) exactly parallel the proofs of (3.1) and (3.2), 
respectively, and we observe that all we have to use in the proof of (4.2) 
is that S is iuc, which follows from the fact hat (0, 1) is iuc in one dimen- 
sion. More extensive alteration fProposition 3.2 is required. Let u = 5, 
/?=g. Let f be (0, 1)x(a), S=(O, 1)x(1}. If Imx>a, LED/, let 
x* E A c B be the same x* as in the previous ection. If Im x < a, let 
X + = (Re x, p); if Im x k a, let x+ = x, and put x’ = (x+ )*. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let x, J’ ED,.. Then 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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Proof: We first note that P~(N’, J)6 c,p,( v*, y), Im M’ > i, J’ ED,, by the 
same argument that proved (3.16), so it suffices toprove the variants of 
(4.3) and (4.4) in which X+ replaces x’, denoted (4.3 j+ and (4.4) +. 
Of course (4.4)+ is immediate if .Y+ = s. Otherwise we have Im ?I+ =/I 
and (4.4)’ follows from 
and 
To prove the last of these, let gS(u, .), h,(a, ) be the densities ofZ,: 
S<TfO. I). Z,; s<T,-, .,,, where Z,, t >, 0 is one-dimensional Brownian 
motion started at a. Then we have 
P:‘(?c+,J,)=g,(Re?r+, Reylg,(B, Imy), 
while, since Re s + = Re I, 
~,H(.Y,J~)=~,(R~x+, Reyjh,(Imx, Im?*l, 
and it is a straightforward calculation i volving one-dimensional Brownian 
motion that 
h,(u, L’) Gc,g,(B, uj iftlE[cq ljanduca. 
To prove (4.3)+, let Y=Dp(O, 1)x [l, x:). An argument exactly like 
the one which gave (3.23) gives 
p,‘(.x, .v) < C,.,Mpy(.~+, y). Imp<ol, 
so that, since pp’<p,‘, to complete the proof of (4.3)’ it sufftces toprove 
Im ~7 < r, Im .Y = fl. (4.5) 
Let T,=T~, T,i=T,‘~8(Tzi~I)+e(Tz;~,), Tz,-, =Trc@T,,)+@(Tz,), 
i B 1. Then if Im x = p, Im y < IX, which we assume throughout he rest of 
this proof, we have 
Pp’(x,~)=Ep,~,,(X,,,~)I(T,<r)=J P,~,(l’,!,)hl,,(T,), (4.6) lO.r)rf 
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in the notation of Lemma 2.5, while 
3c 
P~(-x7Y)=E 1 P~T~,+,(X~~,+I~Y)~(T2i+~<t<T2i+2~f<7~) 
i=O 
= E f P,- T>,+,(xL+,+ Y)z(T2i+l<t, T21+1<7Y) 
i=O 
= I. (o r)x /-h, 4’) MS, u), (4.7) 
where the second equality follows since 7yl A 7@ = 7+ and where 
~=C~o~i, yi, the distribution of (Tzi+l, X,,+,); Tzi+, <7, on [0, t)x IY 
Now let Ai be the distribution f ( Tzi+, , X,,+,); TII+, < T,~, ,,x (- %, m). 
Clearly ;li 3 yi. We will show 
which, together with (4.6) and (4.7), yields (4.5). Let II,, ~30, be 
standard one-dimensional Brownian motion started at tl. Let 
~,=inf(t>O:(B,--Q(=&}, y=inf{t>O:B,=i}, 72i+,=t2i+7,~~r2,r 
72i=72i-I+Y"er2,-19 i> 0. Let fi be the density of r2i+ ,. It is easy to 
computef,, and writing ~~~+,=(7~~+~--7~)+7~ we note that ~~;+,-t, is 
independent of T~ and it is readily shown that C,c L P(T~~+, - 7, < t) < co 
for each t from which together with the fact hat f,(u) 6 c,f,(u) whenever 
0 < u < u G t we obtain 1,” ,fi(s) < c,fr(s), 0 6s < t. Since at a point (s, u) 
of (0, t) x r the density of Eli equals (xl% ,fi(s)), g (Re x, Re v) and the 
density of vx,J T,) equals if,(s) g,(Re x, Re u), this gives (4.8). u 
Finally we state and prove an extension of Theorem 2 to higher dimen- 
sions. We denote points in Iw” by x = (x,, x2, . . . . x,), and let IX/,- ,stand 
for (C::; it)“‘. We prove 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f(x,, . . . . x,,- 1) be upper semicontinuous on 
{Ix/,-- 1 < 1 } and satisfy -M<f< 0 for a positiue constant M. Then 
D/-= ((x 1 ,..., x ):[x/.-,<l,f(x ,,..., x,-,)<x,<l} isiuc. 
Proof We shorten Df to D, let A’, = (A$ . . . . A’:), t3 0, be standard 
n-dimensional Brownian motion, and put 1X,1, ~, = (I::/ (Xf)2)112. With 
one exception, to be mentioned shortly, our adaption of the last proof 
is routine. The compact set B of the last proof is replaced by B, = 
{x : 6, < x, < 1 - 6,,, 1x(,, _ < 1 - S,,}, where 6, is chosen to have proper- 
ties (i) and (ii) below, and TV, /3 in that proof are replaced by 1 - (6,/2) and 
1 - (6,/4), respectively. We replace I’, 0 with I-, = D n {x, = a,} and 
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0, = {x,, = 1, 1x(,, ~ < 1). If x E D n {xn > c(,,) = Q,, let 1 be the closest 
point in B, to x and let x* be the reflection of ?I about the hyperplane F
through ?i which is perpendicular tothe line through ,Y and ,<. Let U, be 
the reflection about F of D n H, where H is all those points on that side 
of F which contain X. We choose 6, so small that 
u,c (?r:O<?c,<l, 1X(,, <1;, .y EQ,,. (i) 
The exception mentioned earlier is the analog of (3.5). What we must 
show is 
~(TL, < t) 6 k(T.4, < t), -v,z = ;, t >o, (4.9 1
where L,= ix,,= 1 -6,, l-6,< 1.~1,~~~ < 1). To prove (4.9) we show, 
mimicking the proof of (3.5), that for suitably small 6,. if we let I,, Y,,, 
and Q,, u V, represent the top, bottom, and union of the top and bottom 
halves of the inner boundary of ,f’ = {.v :6,, < x,, < 1 - 6,,, 1 -b;,, < 
Ixl,, -.< 1 ), then 
Now we know from the proof of (3.5) that if (Z,, IV,) are independent 
one-dimensional Brownian motions started at a point (a, f ), 0 < a < a, and 
if .f is as in the proof of (3.5), then the probability hat (Z, IV) exits from 
9 at l-u Y by time t exceeds the probability hat it exits from J at Q u C 
by time t. Scaling ives that if 0 < 0 < 4 and if Z; is a motion satisfying 
Zl,, t > 0, is Brownian motion, where ,J = ,/m, if V, is an indepen- 
dent Brownian motion, if 9’ = (0, 0) x (0, 1 - 0), and if (Zb, Wb) = (u, !). 
0 <U < 6, then the probability hat (Z’, W’) exits .f’ at the union of the 
top and bottom by time t exceeds the probability hat t exits 9’ at the right 
side by time t. This must also hold if instead of Z;, being a Brownian 
motion, we have Z&,), t >, 0, is Brownian motion, where q(t) is increasing, 
continuous, and q(t) < E.r, t > 0, since speeding up the horizontal motion 
can only increase the probability offirst exit from the right-hand side by 
time t, and only decrease the probability offirst exit from the top and 
bottom by time t. 
Now return to n dimensions, and put Zy= rl/( (X,1,, ~~, )- Ic/( 1 ), t > 0, 
where 9(s) = 1 + log s, s>O, n = 2, $(s) =s -“*‘, s>O, n > 2. Let 
T= inf{ r: 1X(1 n~, = 11. Then Zy is a local martingale, since + is harmonic 
away from 0, and the standard time change formula (see Section 2.8 of 
[M] and Ito’s lemma give that there is a constant c, > 0 and a function 
q(t) such that q(t) < c,t, t 6 T, and Z$r,r t 2 0, is Brownian motion. Put 
W;= X:. By the last paragraph there is a 0” = 0:: such that if Z:E (0, 8”). 
W;; = i, and 4” = (0, 0”) x (e”, 1- t!Y), then the probability hat (Z”, W”) 
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exits 9” at the union of the top and bottom by time t exceeds the prob- 
ability that it exits the right side by time t. It is now straightforward to 
show that for small enough 6,, we have (ii). i
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